Service portfolio
Retrofit: A second life for your
production lines

Machines often come with a basic
structure which is designed for a
decades-long active life. What ages
far more quickly is their automation
system. With retrofit measures you
can extend the useful life considerably and save yourself the costs of a
new investment.

Replace older drive and control components with the
latest products: Standardized retrofit kits from Rexroth
have a big impact for little cost and effort. They increase
productivity and minimize your spare parts storage
costs.
Benefits of a Rexroth retrofit:
ff Quick, cost-effective retrofit measures using
complete retrofit kits
ff Less time needed thanks to 1:1 replacement
solutions
ff Increased capacity through installation of
cutting-edge components
ff Enhanced machine safety with Safety on Board
safety functions and greater energy efficiency
with Rexroth‘s 4EE classification system

Service portfolio
Maximum equipment availability throughout the entire life
cycle for a higher level of productivity of your manufacturing
systems: Our extensive services provide you world-wide with
the support you need to achieve these goals.
Spare parts service:
The right spare parts in the right place
When a machine fails, it is vital to receive the right spare parts
without delay. This applies in particular to old machinery and
plant. Our experienced specialists are sure to find the solution
in our diverse product portfolio – quickly and world-wide.

Field service:
Close proximity and a fast response
Time for maintenance? Need a repair? A quick diagnosis is
required in order to arrange for the necessary measures.
Our service specialists in 80 countries provide quick and
competent support.

Remanufacturing:
Fast, efficient, as good as new
Why wait until a machine breaks down? It often makes sense
to replace wearing parts or electronic components as a preventative measure during scheduled breaks in production. This
way you increase the availability of your plants with minimum
outlay.

Repair service:
An industrially reproducible service
Replacement is not always the only option. Particularly where
expensive components and modules are concerned, a costeffective repair is often possible – when you select Rexroth
as your partner. Our service workshops soon get your components back in good shape.
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